
 
The SM as an effective theory
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Ld 6 long list of operators

mostof are connected to the breaking of flavorsymm

8.4 Flavor violating operators the flavorproblem
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Stronger bounds are obtained for operators violating baryon number

from the non observation of proton decay ABN 10 GeV

But baryon number is an exact accidental symmetry of the SM here

we can simply assume that the scaleof baryon number violating interaction

is very high

How can we protect the couplings ofthe flavorviolating operators if we
want to have a low value of X as suggested by mn

Not obvious since flavor is not an exact symmetry of Lsm

we cannot proceed as for L B

8.5The MinimalFlavorViolation hypothesis
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dynamics theSM Yukawa couplings

sue Yi Yim also beyond the sm

Technically this is achieved treating the SM Yukawa couplings as

spurious of the flavor symm of Lgage
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Spurion fictitious field with non trivial transf properties

frozen to some constant value
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If Yud e have the transf properties in L is invariant

under 3 5

when building higher dim ops we must respect this property
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The constraint we derived from meson mixing was

within MFV

at a few Tett
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NB It is notconsistent to assume Cij dig exact flavor universality

symmetry broken within the SM breaking induced by RG effects
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The MFV hypothesis describes the minimal amount of flavor symm breaking
we can have in absence of tuned scenarios
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loopmediated
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8.6 Beyond MFV V12 flavor symmetries

The MFV hypothesis is very efficient in lowering the bounds

on the effective scale of new physics from flavorchanging processes
However it has some relevantdrawbacks

1 It does not address the origin of the observed mass hierarchies

why y s 81,2 Assuming MFV this question is postpored

to higher energies

2 The MFV hypothesis does not help in suppressing bounds on

from flavorconserving highenergy processes with light fermions
such as uñ etc
These bounds have become very strong recently thanks to LHC
experiments pushing the bounds on flavour universal interations

e.g 58m 8mL above to Tell

3 Given 9 0111 an expansion ofthe effectiveoperators in powers of
Yu is not well defined large expansion parameter

Let's start discussing the lastpoint Given Yu is not small when constructing
higherdimensional operators we must consider arbitrarypowers of Yu
Let's consider the quark bilinear YuYi 8mQ
This bilinear induces an effective flavorviolating coupling among light
quarks givenby
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The coupling is still suppressed by Vitali Vern as in the SM From

this observation we deduce that what protects flavor hanging processes is
the smallness of the mixing between the third generation and the light
ones in the Yukawa couplings smallness of offdiagonalentries in the
CRM matrix while the fact that y is large is not a problem

This naturally leads us to consider smaller flavorsymmetries
acting only on the light fermions first two generations In the

quark sector we have V12g 0121 V12dp
which acts on the Yukawa

couplings as follows
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In the limit of unbroken V12g 0121 V12d the Yukawacouplings
are of the type diag o o y which is a very good approximation

Postulating a minimal breakingof V12g 0121 V12d in the SMEFT
minimal breaking to reproduce the observed Yukawa couplings addresses

the three shortcoming of MFV listed above

1 A posteriori justificationof thy lightmasses are small they are
smallbecause they break the symmetry contrary to 3ʳ gden masses

2 All the breaking parameters are small the largestis Vts 4 152

3 We can have new physics at the TV stole coupled mainly
to 3ʳᵈgen given the reduced flavor symmetry allows us to
consistent evade the strong LHC bounds on processes involving

only light fermions
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